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SWAILS GETS 20

THREE DANCE SERIES

With a second half spurt of
speed Clemson's victorious Oasketeers marked up their sixth consecutive win of the current season
when they defeated Wofford, 51
to 40, in Spartanburg Tuesday
night, the first game playea in the
state by the Tiger quint.
1500 WATCH TILT
Fifteen hundred people watched
the Davismen forge ahead during
the final period rud smash their
way to victory. At the half, Clem(Continued on page seven)

With a galaxy of music makers
and vocalists 'Mai Hallett and his
orchestra come to Tigertown next
Friday prepared to offer rhythm for
the annual Mid-Winter series of
dances.
T
PLAYED MANY COLLEGES
In choosing Hallett the CDA has
obtained a group of entertainers
and musicians that has played every major college in the East, Including Powdoiv*. Dartmouth, Harvard, M. I. T., Cornell, Syracuse,
Penn State, Washington and Lee,
Luke, Sewanee, William ar.d Mary;
the band played for Clemson'3 final
dance events last June.
(Continued on page three)

RIFLE TEAM TO FIRE
WITH NATION'S BEST
-•♦

Gordon, Diminutive Staff Captain, Announces Seven
Match Schedule
Under the leadership of Captain
Charlie Gordon, the Clemson rifle
team swings into a heavy schedule
of shoulder-to-shoulder and telegraphic matches within the next
week or ten days.
Among the schools tentatively
scheduled are Missouri, Washington, Cornell, Pittsburg, Maryland,
Wtofford, and P. C. The last two
will be shot shoulder-to-shoulder
and the others via wire.
The following crack shote com(Continued on page 2)

PARENTAL CREED BARS
KNIFE; NEAR FATAL TO
ILL AMHERST YEARLING
When an Amherst freshman recently became violently ill with
appendicitis and an operation appeared to be the only means of
saving his life, Arthur S. Huey,
Amherst College senior, pleaded
for five hours with the youth's
parents in St. Louis by telephone
before he obtained their permission to have the operation performed.
RELIGIOUS GROUNDS
The parents were said to have
been opposed to the operation on
religious grounds.
As it was, the freshman's appendix already had ruptured when
the permission was obtained, and
it required quick work to save his
life.

Well Known Educator Discusses
Parable of The
"Rich Man"

Mai Hallett's Harmonizers to
Make Mid-Winters Replete
With Music

Sixth Straight VicOver
Wofford
51 to 40

That master of melody,
Mai Hallett, comes to Tiger Town a week from Friday, and with one of the
East's outstanding bands
will render' music for the
annual series of Mid-Winter dances.

Architects Get
Faculty Award
At the judgement of the faculty of the department of architecture the following awards have
been made in design.
Senior Design: "A Weekend Cottage"
M. T. McClanahan, first
J. R. Hartledge, second
Junior Design: '*An Office Interior"
R. B. Childress, gold seal
(Continued on page two)

EBRITT PLEDOED TO
WRITING FRATERNITY
Clemson Alumnus Wins Appointment to Gamma
Alpha Mu
Professor John Lane, who last
week announced the charter members chosen by Octavus Roy Cohen for Gamma Alpha M'u fraternity, states that Lytton G. Perrltt,
'21, has been taken into the organization by virtue of his submitting a manuscript on the "New
Deal in the South".
(Continued on page eight)

Flunkees Will No Longer Fall On
Sharp Sabers Behind The Laundry
The editor just ups and decides that what the TIGER
needs is a nice original feature
on exams. Probably the first
thing a young reporter learns
is that that there are only
two possible angles from which
to approach the examination
situation, and both of them
have long grey beards.
Angle 1.— The horror
thought; i.e. "Once again that
grim spectable exams, stalks
over the campus and stalwart
young students clutch their
pasty brows and prepare for
semi-annual perdition, et cetera . . .
Angle 2.—The cheer up all

is not as dark as it seems
thought; i.e., "Back in the
dark ages of collegiate history
students quivered at the very
thought of examinations as at
the thought of a pestilence,
but scientific tests conducted
on the campii of our largest
universities prove that that
attitude is rapidly dying out
and that the modern student
sees the examination in its
true light, as a simple summing up of the knowledge
gained from a year's study of
a subject which will probably
only serve to help his grade. .
ad infinitum."
(Continued on page three)

HEARD

Doctor Ralph Harlow, noted
educator and faculty member
of Smith College in Massachusetts, delivered one of the
year's best addresses to a
crowded chapel this morning.
(See story in next column).

Blue Key Lssues
Local Directory
Honor Frat Sponsors Booklet
"Listing Students, Profs
and Data

BY

MANY

Dr. Ralph Harlow, Professor of
Social Ethics at Smith College, N.
Hampton, Mass., making the third
of a series of campus speeches, addressed the student oody and faculty in chapel at noon today on the
parable of the ricn man whose
hedonistic philosophy centered around the idea of "eat, drink, ana
be merry".
"THREE MISTAKES"
The speaker declared that three
fundamental mistakes were made
by the rich man in the parable:
(Continued on page two)

S. G. SOCIETY ELECTS
RIGHARDSJRESIDENT

Washington Club Honors Clemson Grad; Morris Named
Vice President
Twelve hundred copies of the
first Blue Key Clemson directory
Representative James P. Richwere issued through barracks last
ards
of the fifth S. C. congressionnight and several hundred or the
al
district,
and a graduate of
booklets have been sent to faculty
and officials through the mails Clemson, was yesterday elected to
the presidency of the South Carothis morning.
lina society of Washington.
GIVES MUCH INFORMATION
SUCCEEDS H. P. FULMER
The directory lists the entire
Richards
succeeds Representative
student body, faculty, and college
officials. In the case of the facul- H. P. Fulmer, who has served for
Fulmer was
ty and officials the name, degree, the past two years.
position, phone number, and teach- named chairman of the executive
The election preceded
ing address is given.
Each stu- committee.
a
reception
in
honor of the South
dent's name is listed along with
his year, home address, school ad- Carolina delegation in Congress.
J. Austin Latimer, assistant to
dress, course, military position, and
Postmaster General Farley; Depuoutstanding activities.
ty Fisheries Commissioner C. E.
(Continued on page two)
Jackson; Hugh Phillips and Edgar
M'orris were elected vice presidents.
WILL WORK OUT SOCIAL
(Continued on page eight)
ORDER ALONE IS CLAIM
ARE

DISTRIBUTED

OF HARVARD PROFESSOR
America will work out a new
social order of its own without resorting to Russian communism,
German Naziism or Italian Facism,
according to Dr. Felix Frankfurter
of the Harvard University Law
School.
"SAD COMMENTARY"
"It would be a sad commentary
on the intelligence of man," he
said, "if the United States, blessed
with all the resources it has, were
to borrow an economic system from
some other country with an entirely different history and set of conditions."

By Their Words
The 13th edition of Rousseau's
book on social contract was bound
in the skin of those who opposed
him. You see, a theory is a dangerous thing.
—Breartey
States' right—one of the nicest
babies we've ever burled.
^Archer
We are susceptible to certain emotional stimuli that do not affect other sections of the country.
—Lane.
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Blue Key Fraternity Initiates Eight Seniors Tonight
HARLOW SPEAKS ON
PROBLEMJF LIVING
Noted Educator Addresses Cadet Corps on Chapel
Program
(Continued from page one)
that of mistaking the body for the
soul, time for eternity, and himself
for God.
In this connection, Dr
Harlow told of the college student
who came to him a potential suicide because he was making these
grave mistakes.
"PHYSICAL NEEDS"
In the discussion of mistaking
the body for the soul, the educator
declared that "many people, usually those who have to struggle for
existence, stifle their souls by living to satisfy only physical needs."
"To relate our lives to His great
cause is to find the meaning of
life," stated Dr. Harlow, and warned against the student assuming
that there -are no moral responsibilities in the world, and that he
is the final authority.
He urged
the realization of the statement,
"our bodies are the temples in
which the soul expresses itself."
"BIGHT, WRONG"
In concluding his powerful address the lecturer asked "What are
the ends for which we strive?", and
this led into a short discussion of
what is 'right' and what is 'wrong'.
Those present classed the address
as one of the best of the year.
UNDER YMCA AUSPICES
Dr. Harlow is visiting the college
■under the auspices of the YMCA.
He arrived yesterday and last night
spoke at a joint meeting of the
young peoples' organizations, and
later, before a group in the YMCA.
He is well known throughout the
country as a speaker, and for his
work in the Near East Volunteer
movement.

ARCHITECTURE AWARDS
ANNOUNCED BY FACULTY
(Continued from page one)

MEETING TO BE HELD
Ex- Tiger Iron Man Hurler Made
Stellar Record On Diamond Here IN FRArSJLUBROOM
McMAKIN SMASHED CAROLINA AND NEWBERRY ON
SUCCESSIVE DAYS
(Editor's Note: The following
story was written for this publication by John D. Rush, '19, wlio
lives in Spartanburg. J. W. McMakin, about whom the article is
written, now lives in Wellford,
S. C.)
BY JOHN D. RUSH
Fireside gossip on the threshold of the spring baseball season
brings back the spectacular rise
across Clemson's athletic horizon
of John Weaver McMakin, an ace
hurler who brought fame in days
of yore to his Alma Mater.
DOWNED CORNELL NINE
Perhaps the biggest headllner of
MeMakin's career as a Tiger hurler
was when he and his mates crowned the proud Cornell baseball team
9 to 7, thereby, winning for the
first time in the South homage
from a northern college.
It was
no mean victory as Cornell was a
famous team coached by Hughey
Jennings,
late manager
of the
Washington Senators, who was then
striking a stride for national preeminence in the national game.
PULLS IRON MAN STUNT
In those days the iron man stunt
was rather the rule than the exception, remarkably exemplified by
this man McMakin, by whom Newberry College and the University of
South Carolina suffered.
Going
down from Cherry's on bright Friday morning over the old Blue
Ridge line, Clemson assayed to
play Newberry that afernoon and
Carolina the next day. There was
a fellow Cole out in the garden
who was called upon to hurl for
the Tigers in order to save the
good right arm of MjcMakln against
Carolina the next day, against
whom, even in that day, there was
great rivalry.
COMES THROUGH IN PINCH
Well, Cole started off by
filling the bases and nohody
out. Mack was yanked from
outfield. He promptly struck
out two and the third to face

C. N. Robinson, second
G. D. Way, tie for third
W. H. Wallace, tie for third
W. R. Gill, tie for third
K. B. Murphy, tie for third
DANCE PRICE BASED ON
"A Seaside Resort"
GIRLS' CHEMICAL VALUE
G. D. Way, first
C. N. Robinson second
"A Pedestal for a Statue"
M. I. T. is that kind of a school,
B. H. Williams, first
so the girls just accepted it and
Sophomore Design: "A Loggia' grinned.
W. A. Speer, first
We are talking about the dance
'Corinthian that the Massachusetts Institute
Freshman Design:
Pediment."
of Technology Catholic Club threw
J. W. Linley
for the girl friends.
D. B. Clayton
Couples were charged admission
R. S. Byrd
on the basis of the chemical value
T. E. Stanley
of the bodies of the girls.
"A Doric Pediment"
First the club officials arranged
J. A. Thigpen
a system of laboratory tests to de"A Ballustrade"
termine the amount of carbon, calT. E. Stanley
cium, hydrogen, iron and other
chemicals in the human body. Then
they invented a set of meters that
»XO ARTISTIC CONCEPTION"
automatically registered the chemical price of each individual.
Declaring that the average unEvery girl admitted to the dance
dergraduate has brought no artis- was chemically analyzed, properly
tic conception with him to college, priced, and then her escort paid
John F. Fichten, instructor in fine the toll.
arts at Colgate University, is atThe average market value of the
tempting to do three things that chemicals that make up the nuwill enable the student to under- man body is around 70 cents, but
stand and appreciate art.
He is it varies in individuals from 55
seeking to give him a more inclus- cents to 85 cents.
ive grasp of the extent of the field
of art; to develop his critical judgI am not physically able, and not
ment and afford a basis for sound
individual discrimination and to mentally inclined to turn somerbring out a sense of the real en- saults like the rest of them.—Senator Carter Glass.
joyment to be derived from art.

him popped out. Cole was tlien
put back in the next inning
and continued on witli tlie
game entering the ninth inning, score 7 to 5 in favor of
Clemson.
Cole ideated his
performance of the first inning
and again Mack; took the pitchier's mound. And again lie delivered, a duplicate of his original performance.
The other
part of the story is that he
and his team mates defeated
Carolina the next day 4 to 3.
HE KNEW THE ROPES
In the 1900 season, the first year
that John W. Heisman came to
Clemson as head coach, tne team
played eleven games and won them
all, under Heisman's instructions
and Mack's hurling. In those days
he had speed and control, his masterpiece being a fast ball, down
the groove with a peculiar hop on
it.
He also knew the out curve
and the in curve reportoire.
AND HIS TEAM MATES
Playing in the Cornell game with
Mr. McMakin were: Cliff Shaw of
Honea Path, catcher; Harry Gray
of Greenville, first base; M. M.
'Buster' Hunter of Pendleton, Znd
base; ^ohn Hughey of Greenwood,
3rd base; Henry Bamberg of Bamberg, center field; and A. B. Cole
of Rockingham, N. C, left fiela.
Names of the others on the team
could not be obtained.
In the class with Mr. McMakin,.
who stopped after completing the
sophomore year —in the class of
'03\ were 120 men, gome or whom
he remembered as follows: H.. W.Barre of Washington, ©.. C; Rev..
L. D. Gillespie, Dr.. B.. R.. T'urnJp>
seed, A. B. Taylor,. Dr. i. P.. Glean,
Dr. J. M. Wallace, Gregg. Black,
and Fred Pearmsan,
IS NOW FARMING
Mr. McMakin was bora and' reared in Spartanburg county, Wellford,.
S. C, Rt. 2, in the home in which henow lives and is a progressive and"
up-to-date farmer; almost wv eight
of the farm owned' and' operated
by the late- Professor' W. S.. MOTIson of Clemson Cb-ITege. He went
to Clemson first n l'fT9'6' in the
preparatory department amf after

Is Rtmning Wild
Lanky
A,
C.
Swails,
Clemson
drum major and
pivoteer par exr
cellence
on Joe
Davis'
•scintillating five, is burning, up the nardwood courts this
season
with
an
outstanding
display of accurate
basket tossing.
Opening up the
year with eleven
^pointers
against
Vandy in Nashville, this 6-root5 Clemson center
has over 70 points
A. C. Swails
marked to ns credit in the six cage
tilts he has engaged in tnis year.
He tallied 21 points againt Georgia
Tech last Saturday, 20 against Wofford on Tuesday, and is rearing to
take on the powerful Wolfpack
from N. C. State tomorrow night.

HALCYON HERO BEAT CORNELL; PLAYED PRO WITH
BROOKLYN DODGERS
his sophomore year in 1901 entered professional baseball.
TWIRLED FOR DODGERS
He first went to the Brooklyn team as a pitcher and won
two and lost two games out of
four starts. The next two seasons he was with the Columbus, O., team and increased his
percentages of wins something
over 500 per cent. The next
season and a half he was sold
to Atlanta, Ga., and finished
out the last half of the season
with Montgomery, Ala., afte*
which he returned to Spartanburg to manage that team to
the Sally loop and then retired
from baseball to return to his
farm about 1905 or 1906.
Probably Mack's best effort
in the big league occurred while
he was mounVfemaTr for Brooklyn when he held Boston to
three hits in BC ten-inning fray
resulting in a score of 2 to I
in favor of Brooklyn..
COMPLLMENTS SCRIBE
Mr. McMakin paid, a compliment
to Grantland C. Rice, who gave
him the name ot '•Spartanburg.
John" when Rice was sports editor
of The Atlanta Journal and Mack
was hurling for Atlanta in the. Southern league.
Mr.. McMakin said
that Rice, if he could, not say, anytning, good about a. player, said,
nothing.
He declared- that snort
writers have much to. do in. the
making or breaking of. players and
that a good panning, by a. scribe
knocked the props out from, under
a player and many tunes started
him on the way down the. hilL.

Sikes, Littlejohn, and Harcombe Expected
to Be
Present For Tapping
RAWLS

TO

PRESIDE

Eight members of the senior
class will be formally initiated into
Blue Key tonight at eight o'clock,
in a ceremony to be held in the
clubrooms of the local organization.
The pledges who will be inducted
are A. C. Mustard, A. L. Gilliam,
S. R. Spann, J. L. Dipscomb, F. K.
Rhodes, A. T. M'cSwain, W. M.
Platt, and H. S. Fellers..
BEGAN IN NOVEMBER
The
informal initiation began
November and continued for several weeks. Since that time plan3
for formal initiation were made
several times, but were postponed
due to rising complications.
With the admission or the eight
fourth-year men into Blue Key the
membership roll will be lncreasect
to IS members.
CELEBRITIES EXPECTED
It is expected that Dr. Sikes-,. J,
C- Littlejohn, and Capt. J. D.. Har, sonibe will be present at thej exercises.

RIFLE TEAM TO FIRE
WITH
NATION'S BEST
continued from page one;
v

prise this year's, snapshooting delegation: Charlie. Gordon, captain;
EL- H-. Acker,, J._ W. Wall, C. L..
Melton,. W.. M.. Simpson, H. B.
Risher, J. M.. McMillan, C. H. Hair
Us,, P. J.. Brown,. S. M. Littlejottn,.
J. G. Trouiman,, L. T. Rogers, D.
B.. Stones, W.. B.. Forbes, and E. M..
Camptanv
It has been rumored that the officials willi award- minor Block GL's^
REMEMBERS "THE- DAYS."
to" the- members, af the team at the
Although he is not: the. Mack, conrpletibTi] of. iSm- season.
who could do the 100. yards in
Sergeant: Aubrey Kline is conitem ffla\t nor now send: thai oval, nected' with the; team.
hurtling with steam down, the pro.
verbial groove, his eyes, light up, BHUE KEY DIRECTORY
and Ms. expression beams; warmth
DISTRIBUTED TO CORPS
and fellowship wheni He* reminisces
(Continued, from, page one)
on his pilgrimage atop the-; base^
balT irfnes of the long; agm.
BOOK IS. Ctt-EDITED
The booklet, was printea under
FCE AGE IRISH THREW
the co-editorship of George Chaplin,. Tiger editor,, and Howard NotHATCHETS INSTEAD OF
BRICKS SAYS HARVARD tingham, Taps, editor. Oscar Rawls
is. business manager. Much of. the
Haurvard University, has. received. material for the directory was. comI word that its archaeologists at work piled by J. E. Altman and S .Qin Ireland have found proof that, Langston.
DEDICATED TO LITTLEJOHN
contrary to previous scientific beThe directory is dedicated to J.
lief, the ancestry of the Irish canr
not be traced back to the Ice Age. *• Littlejohn, tesiness manager ot

THEY WIELDED CLUBS
man.
The expedition has, discovered
proof that Ireland was, uninhabitable during the Ice Age, the, re- TOY ZEP FACILITATES
WEATHER FORECASTING
port says, although there is plenty
of evidence that about 6,000 years
Scientists at the Massachusetts
ago Ireland -was inhabited by Stone
Age men, wielding hatchets, andi Institute of Technology have perfected a new toy Zeppelin which
stone clubs.
rides on an airplane wing and goes
CHARLIE RICE, '08, PASSES
up to 20,000 feet in the air to
analyze weather conditions.
Charlie Rice, '08, died in CoUSED BY GOVERNMENT
lumbia on December IS.
After
The government is now using
graduating from Clemon Mr. Rice the "toy" in its weather forcasting
worked in the local chemical labor- and has found it is abe to speed
atory, and then took graduate work j up jts weather calculations by aat Purdue. Following this he was | bout 7 5 per cent with the use of
connected with the Royster Fer- the new analyzer.
tilizer Company as a chemist, and
then opened a laboratory of his
"THE SLOW ONES"
own.
The bright ones will get along
He was a loyal Tiger alumnus, without a college education.
It
BLIND BY NATURE
Banks and bankers are by na- and took an active part in alumni is the slow ones who need colleges.
ture blind.—John Maynard Keynes. work.
—Ruth Nichols, Flier.
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Clemson Soccerites Decision Furman Team, 2-0
Cage Contest
Soon Begins

Clemson Student at Work on Bust of Gen. Summerall

Fifteen Teams Play Daily in
Preparation For Intra-Mural
Championship

Perez Brother Act Rings Up
Two Tallies For Tiger
Kickers

KIRCHNER OFFICIATES

~t

BY FREDDIE KIRCHNER
The official intramural basketball
tournament to determine the school
champions will begin March 4th.
A regular schedule of games will
be played each afternoon and night
up to the time of the tournament.
Every team will play enough regular scheduled games prior to the
tournament to be in good shape
for championship competition.
A
record is kept of every game player
and the following rules were passec
applying to the Company Basktball League by the Company Basketball captains and managers:THE RULES
(1) A player must play in 6 0
per cent of the games played by
his team in order to be eligible to
play in the regimental championship tournament.
(2) The men composing the
varsity and freshman basketball
squads are ineligible to compete
in company basketoali.
(3) Goid basketballs will b
awarded the members of the winning team.
(4) The winners of the regimental championship tournament
will be considered the official intramural basketball champions for
the season 1934-35.
15 QUINTS ENTERED
'Fifteen teams are entered in this
league and are competing daily in
practice games. Men in charge of
the teams are as follows:
A Company—C. C. Gibson and T.
I. Martin
B Company—Charles MaeMahon
C Company—Ed Bolding
D Company—Herbert Byrd and 3.
I. Davis
E' Company—Charles Hollis and
Jones
F Company—Marion Stribimg ana
Robert Scott
G Company—Sam Orr and Simpson
H Company—John Thode
I Company—Stanley Perez
K Company—George Price
L Company—Ralph Thackston
M Company—Doc Eaddy
Band—Rhinehardt
Hdqt.—Carl McHugh
Staff—Arthur Allison
CASA LOMA BAND HOLDS
RECORD OF PLAYING AT
MOST COLLEGE DANCES
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma
Orchestra, which holds the record
for appearances at college and university
functions,
present
new
ideas in band organization as well
as popular dance rhythms.
Glen Gray is president of the
Casa Loma Corporation in which
members of the band are stockholders, drawing quarterly dividends from the profits as well as
regular salaries.
Originality may be the keynote
in their popularity.
Casa Loma
set a recoTd by playing for more
than 70 collegiate affairs in 40
6tates in three seasons.
The hand is now on the air with
with Walter O'Keefe and Annette
Hanshaw and broadcast over the
Columbia network every Tuesday
the Camel Caravan, co-featured
and Thursday night.

Soccer Squad
Ekes Out Win
ON

Above is shown Abraham
Summerall, president of The
executed in Charleston
At present Davidson has
son which lie is to erect on

Courtesy of News and Courier.
Wolfe Davidson, Clemson student
architecture, General
0f
citadel, and a bust of the General which the youthful sculptor
during the Xmas. holidays.
completed a working model of the statue of Thomas G. Clemthe local campus.

HALLETT TO PRESENT Students Who Flunked Exams Once
BEVY OFVOCAL STARS Suicided, But Times Are Different
Famous Band to Feature Singers in Mid-Winter
Engagements
HAVE

TORCH

ARTIST

(Continued from page one)
When the Hallet aggregation arrives it will have with it such stars
as Clark Yocum, male vocalist, who
will render his interpretation of
classical and popular tunes thai
have won windespread fame 'or
him.
THE FIDDLING STOOGE
Fun loving Joe Cabonero will be
in the other corner slapping the
bass fiddle in perfect rhythm as
those nimble fingers of Bob Burness blend in unison.
Featured for the first time In
this part of the country will be
Zelda Castle, brunette blues singer, formerly with Happy Felton In
Pittsburgh.
OUT IN FRONT
Out in front, swinging his baton,
will be Maestro Hallet, whose career has taken him from New England to Broadway and then to the
famous Cocoanut Grove of Hollywood's Ambassador Hotel.
The architectural staff of the C.
D. A. promises to have decorations
of a novel nature adorning the field
house.
SECURE ORIGINAL COPIES
One of the most unusual items in
the history of English literature—
the original copy of the poems, in
the handwriting of the authors,
Samuel T. Coleridge and William
Wordworth and their amanuensis,
Dorothy Wordsworth, the poet's
sister, from which the 1800 edition of "Lyrical Ballads" was published—has been acquired by the
Yale University Library.

(Continued from page one)
TnAi BREEDING UoKi-SJii
The appeal ance of a story adhering to either of these schools
of thought tends to cause a strange
frothing at the mouth in the reader and since there are no other
schools of thought you can readily
see where this feature is headed.
The fact is that the transition
of the college man from a serious
high-minded. youth to a gilded
playboy and then back again, in
these depression years, to a serious
low-minded youth has done something dreadful to the whole situation.
It doesn't require a long
memory to hark back to those
years when the public prints were
continually carry tales of young
lads committing suicide because of
an "F" on a report card. In those
days a reporter had something to
work on. He could eulogize, rant
at the injustice of the educational
system, paint a vivid picture of a
bleeding corpse, weep briny tears
over the thwarting of what might
have been a noble life, and in general take his public over the jumps.
But no more.
Can you imagine
one of our students tearing down
behind the laundry and falling on
his sabre because he haa just flunked his major course? Of course
you can't, and what's worse, neither can they.

PICTURE DRAWIN'
The typical flunkee now ambles
into his class-room, looks over his
exam paper to see, if by chance,
the man might have asked a question on the stuff he studied, discovers that he hasn't, draws three
heiroglyphics on the edge of the
sheet, gazes around tentatively to
see if any of his neighbors papers
are within range of the naked eye
and discovers that they aren't,
DISILLUSIONED MAN
writes his girl's name seven times
You always glorify the home in under the heiroglyphics and then
the same proportion that it doesn't erases all of them, signs his name
to the paper, and leaves. That's
exist.—Earl Russell.

LOCAL

TURF

The Clemson soccer team, putting on a fast exhibition of passing,
blocking, charging and dribbling,
gained a 2-0 decision over Furman
University Saturday afternoon on
Riggs Field.
The Clemson team
played three exhibition games prior
to the game last Saturday, one at
Anderson, one at Greenwood ana
one at the Fall Festival here.
THE BROTHERS PEREZ
An unusual feature of the game
with Furman was the scoring of
the Perez brothers playing forwards for Clemson.
C. F. Perez
scored the first goal of the game
by heading the ball straight thru
the arms of a Furman goal-keeper
for a beautiful score; S. V. Perez
tallied the second and final score
of the game on a perfectly placed
penalty kick.
OUTSTANDING TIGERS
The playing of Robert Scott at
center-half was outstanding. John
Richey bewildered many a Furman
player with his tricky dribbling
and quick dashes. Kinghorn, Wolfe
and Orr stood out on defense. Red
Fisher playing at center-half for
Furman played a wonderful game
both offensively and defensively.
THE LINE-UP
The men playing for Clemson
were as follows: Forwards—Orr,
S. V. Perez, C. F. Perez, Tobey,
Mlsdom, Ricbey, English, Langford,
Poole.
Halfbacks—
Scott,
Kinghorn,
Wingard, Chapman and Payne.
Fullbacks—Brown,
Wolfe
and
Rainey.
Goalkeepers-—Sanders and Phillips.

the way they flunk exams nowadays. No ranting and sweating, no
mad plans to murder tne instructor and steal his grade-book, and
not a suicide in these many years.
All the dear dramatic paraphanalia
that made such elegant copy in the
old days is gone.
Flunking an
examination has become as simple
as the editor thinks writing a feature on people flunking examinations ought to be.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
The movement brought up in
recent years that ah college editors unite and print, in lieu of the
conventional feature in their preexam issue, a blank space which Native of Greenville And Fortte students may use for tic-tac-toe
mer Clemson Student Dies
playing, should be very seriously
In Virginia
considered. No one can ever say
that this story didn't do much to
Barnett Cleveland Keith,
58,
further the cause.
former federal deputy commissioner of revenue, and one time ClemAMHERST MEN DISPUTE
son student, died of pneumonia at
PRINCETON'S CLAIM TO his home in Falls Church, Va., on
PRIORITY ON DIAMOND December 27th.
WORKED FOR GOVERNMENT
After reading the claims of
Born in Greenville he attended
Princeton that it was party to Clemson until 1899 when he left
the first intercollegiate baseball for Washington to enter the sergame ever played—a game with vice of the internal revenue bureau.
Williams College just 70 years ago, He worked up through the various
Amherst College students dug into grades until he was appointed deptheir trophy room and discovered uty commissioner by President Wilwhat they consider conclusive evi- son. In 1920 Mr. Keith left the
dence that Amherst and Williams bureau to engage in outside tax
played a baseball game 75 years work.
ago, on July 1, 1859.
THEY RAN THEN
PRINCETON GETS VOLUMES
The trophy room gave up seveFROM BONAPARTE LIBRARY
ral crude baseballs with the latter
date and evidence inscribed on
Five hundred volumes which orithem. The score—and this is not
explained on the baseballs—was ginally formed a part of the library
of Napoleon Bonaparte were re73 to 32 in favor of Amherst.
cently donated to Princeton.
DISCONTINUE MEETINGS
The Calhoun Literary Society
NO TIGER NEXT WEEK
announces that it will discontinue
THERE WILL BE No TIGEK
meetings until after the examina- PUBLISHED NEXT WEEK, DUE
tion period. A meeting for re-or- TO EXAMINATIONS. THE PAPganization will be held on Febru- ER WILL BE ISSUED ON JANUARY St ST.
ary 6. Visitors are welcomed.

PNEUMONIA IS FATAL
TO BARNETT G. KEITH
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-.that he wonders where Earle
Robinson purloined those dainty
rayon things which he so proudly
wears when the laundry is late.
OSCAS SATS

that one of these days Scotty, the
hash-slinger in Sloan's Arcade, Is
going to confer partnership papers
on his best midnight customers,
Nick "I'll cluck you one" Barney
and Thomas Huxley Babb of Talladega, Alabama fame.
OSCAR SATS

that Paul "who called me a dam
Yankee" Tobey has made definite
plans for painting the hamlet of
Greenwood a very, very crimson
this coming Saturday.
OSCAR SAYS

ROARING FOR:
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students
Adequate Buildings and Necessary Eauiument for Clemson College

EDITORIAL
WE WANT WILL POWER, BUT NOT WITHERED ARMS
ANY FALLACIOUS THEORIES of ancient instructors have been ground into earth by the seven league boots of education, but the average American
^college still has a few men in professorial roles who
believe that the student must take, in addition to worthwhile
courses, a mass of subject matter he may never need but
which is required of him because it is supposed to instill sucn
virtues as powers of reason, observation, and exactness.
Those who hold to the theory of "formal discipline" feel
that a study of Latin or Greek is good for everyone since it
"trains the reason, the powers of observation, comparison,
and synthesis"; mighty-sounding phrases, all of these, but
most impractical since the student taught exactness and any
other traits by his course in either Latin or Greek usually fails
to apply this training anywhere else.
The same group of disciplinarians swears by all that's holy
that mathematics "gives command of attention", never stopping to figure just how little good trigonometry, analytical
geometry, and calculus will do an undergraduate, not taking
engineering, chemistry, or related courses, after he receives
a diploma and never uses any math above the garden variety
taught before high school.
"For developing the character, strengthening the will,
and cultivating a wholesale temperament there is no discipline superior to athletics"—another dictum of a clique that
should have passed out of the scene with the Battle of Manila
Bay. The quarterback who has a surplus of good judgment
and will power on the gridiron, who knows exactly when to
signal for a triple lateral, who calls "time out" at the correct
instant, may be helpless when confronted with the most simple problems of life.
A little thought will show that the doctrine which states
"mere training, mere hard work on one kind of material will
improve any or all other 'faculties' " is as false as the wildest
tales of Munchausen.
About fifty years ago one of the James boys, William,
not Jesse, disproved this theory of "formal discipline", but
apparently too many teachers have studied the activities of
the gangster, and all too few, the writings of the philosopher
and psychologist.
Some of the student's courses are hard because the subject matter makes them so; others, because the instructor desires to acquire the reputation of being "tough". Still others
are difficult because some profs believe in the decaying theory already mentioned. We do not think that going through
life on a soft cushion is beneficial, but we are firmly of the
belief that holding an arm out sideways until it becomes
withered and useless, as do a few of our Hindu brethren, is
hardly conducive to will power or any other desirable trait.

OMISSION
When we were turning out our
New Year splurge last week and
cleaning up all the odds and ends
accumulated through the year we
neglected to mention a poem we
received from a lady at Converse
back in football season. The epic
was entitled "Football Boys" and
was written to be sung to the tune
of "Night and Day".
When we
read the thing we didn't like it so
well and we started to discard it
with no more ado, but, just as our1
hand hovered over the waste basket, we noted that it was intended
for vocal rendition.
So, in our
quavering old voice, we ran thru
it once to the discomfort of our
roommate.
And what amazed us
was that the words, although they
didn't make sense, fits the tune.
It was the first out of the ream or
so of such work we have received
that ever fit the tune they were
avowedly written for.
Will the
author of the poem please come
again this time with some words
that will fit one of Beethoven's
symphonies? We promise to print.

that Schnozz Dobson, flashing
basketeer from the Peach Center,
is quite peeved with his part in the
affair of Rusty Spearman and the PANAMA GOINGS-ON
two young damsels in Seneca, and
The otiier aay a rumor reached
that it's probably due to his strain
us concerning tne army's Sergeant
of Scotch blood.
Kline. While the sergeant has been,
-—■
OSCAR SATS
to all outward appearances, a para__that Sophomore Walter K. Lewis
gon of virtue since he came here,
receved a rather interesting letter
it seems that it has not always been
from Winthrop the other day, one
so. When he was down in Panama
which gives a hint as to the high
he was quite a little runner-aroundmentality of some of the inmates
er and was noted all through Cenof the Rock Hill academy for femtral America for his competent
mes.
fabricating.
His best effort was
-OSCAR SAYSperpetrated one chilly morning
—that Bill Dillard, who claims
(they do have chilly morning's in
that he hates the ground upon
Panama, don't they?) when he was
which any woman has placed her
in charge of a 'gun crew that was
dainty size 10 foot, isn't fooling
to fire one of the 21 salutes In.
anyone about his Knoxville escamemory of the* dead President
pade.
Caolidge.
The guns were to be
-OSCAR SATSfired at six a. m., but at four__'that Rat Wimpy Harley is slowthirty tbe efficient (that's not the
ly but surely driving B Company
word, but after all these prints,
insane with the programs he gees
are public) sergeant was out drillon the radio he bought during the
ing his crew so that there couio.
holidays from the "Holly Springs
be no slip-ups. At precisely nvaGeneral Mdse. and Fresh Eggs Daififteen he was pointing out the lanly Except Sunday" store.
yard and explaining to his recruits,
OSCAR SAYS
that that was the gadget that fired,
—that "Poppa" John D. Lane ia the gun and not to touch, when; Ms,
handing out cigars left and right foot slipped and he grabbed the
these days, and that the most lanyard himself.
A deep-throa±ed
casual observer might note the add- roar shook the Canal Zone and; 20
ed inch of chest expansion which other efficient sergeants looked: at
he carries around wih him.
their watches, said, "Mygawd!,. it's
-OSCAR SAYSstopped", and began pulling their
that since Professor Linwood Lee lanyards at intervals.
By fivehas reached the memorable age of
one score and ten he is expecting
him to go Pitkin one better and
turn out a thick volume, "Life
Begins At 30".
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thirty the entire salute was finished and a nightshirted general with
ball on the end of his nightcap
dangling before his nose, had arrived at the sergeant's gun with
fire flashing from his steely grey
eyes (all general's eyes are steely
grey). But to get to the fabrication; when the sergeant went before court-martial, he told them
that a faulty round of amunltion
exploded when they were practicing
loading. And they believed him.
PUBLICITY HOUND
Just the other day Sgt.-Major
Wallace, stooge to Toby, arrived
in Mr. Chaplin's, room all of a
lather with a hot notice for the
TALK OF THE TQWN. He had
just come from Henry Woodward's
room and he had,, with his very
own eyes, seen Henry all curled
up in a chair reading a tome entitled, "How to Break into Print'V
Old modest Henry yearning tor the
glory of the printed, page; wasn't
that something?
It certainly wassomething, we admit. It goes to
show that, contrary to popular belief, athletes do study and that
Mme. Wallace doesn't get around
as much as he should. You see,
the book, "How to> Break Into
Print", is the text-book for a course
in journalism offered here, a course
in which, we understand, Mr.
Woodward's grades are sterling.
GUIDE
Once we guided a' company ourselves and we know what a folorn
feeling it is to be strolling- along
alone, unable to turn and TOOK, and
unsure of whether the company 13
following you or not.
Ifin pretty
helpless, like groping for a light
switch in a strange dark room.
Our experience leads us to sympathize with Corporal Robert Campbell, Jr. who was guiding last Sunday at retreat. Somehow he lost
G Company as he was passing the
colonel and all the -Sunday visitors.
The company executed a
snappy column left, while young
Campbell continued on in the general direction of the Textile Building. The stricken look on his facewhen a screaming sergeant overtook him down by the Canteea.
touched our heart.
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Corp. J. F. Dun-lap- who has his
professors up to spend the- night
with him in Barraeksv

OSCAR SAYS

that he understands that Henry
"I'm going to be a great lawyer
one of these days" Woodward has THE REFLECTOR SEEMS NOT
made plans for crooning over the OVERLY ENTHUSED AVITH MR.
mess hall amplifier, but that since
HOOEY LONG OF LOUISIANA
the Corps wishes the system to continue to operate he will devote his
TULANE
DEFEATS
HUEY'S
vocal talent to that popular station, ELEVEN;
30,000
PRESENT—
W[4MJ.
'Razzberries' Plentiful on Kingflsh
OSCAR SAYS
Menu for This Week—Headlines in
that Hendricks Langfora, finish- The Reflector.
ing a field trip in one of tne two
courses which he is passing, wrote HONOR SYSTEM DROPPED AT
the professor a nice little note tellTULANE AFTER 50 YEARS
ing him that at last he had gotten
The college of arts and sciences
something from the suoject, but at Tulane University no longer
ruined it all by explaining that the finds a place for the old-fashioned
"something" was exercise.
honor system.
The system was
-OSCAR SAYSdropped after being in use for half
that Life Bowie, returning from a cen'ury.
a Tennessee trip, found a large
Compulsory courses have been
frame with a picture of Earline and
"Oodles of love" in a bold hand dropped from the curriculum of
Vassar College.
awaiting him.

WEST POINT CLAMORS FOR
EARLIER REVETLLE; JUST
LIKE THESE CLEMSON MEN
Cadets at West Point have requested that they be pulled out of
bed a half-hour earlier in tne
mornings so they can have more
time for study. Some people don't
know when they are well off.
—The Tulane Hullabaloo
OHIO WESLEYAN FRATS GET
OFFER OF FEDERAL AID IN
REPAIR OF DAMAGED HOUSES
Fraternities at Ohio Wesleyan
University have been proferred fedoral aid from the Federal Better
Housing Administration in repairing houses damaged during homecoming demonstrations.
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WHAT, NO WHISKERS?

GOOD STUDENTS MAKE LIFE-TRUSTEES NAME Georgia Group
Holds Vespers
LITTLE USE OF WORD YOUNG TO JOIN BODY,
A group of students from the
BOOK SAYJEDAGOGUES FILLING WJANT POST University
of Georgia gave a proResearch Indicates Dictionary New Member Has Long Been
Habit Highly Over-Rated
Prominent in State
If sixth grade Johnny reads his
lessons without frequent peeks into
a dictionary to help him with hard
words he probably is and always
will be a good student.
He can
violate almost every other timehonored maxim of "good study
habits" and still be good, while the
pupil next to him is observing all
•the rules and doing badly.
"DICTIONARY HABIT"
Admitting that their findings
were "discouraging", to old established ideas of the study differences between good and poor
pupils, Professor Clifford Woody,
director of the bureau or educational research at the University of
Michigan, and H. J. Kuiper report
that the "dictionary habit" apparently is the only reliable difference between dull ana bright
pupils. Good students, they found,
use the dictionary sparingly, figuring out word meanings by themselves whenever possible, while
poor students use the book often
as an aid and in addition show
a tendency to use the first or last
word definition given, with little
critical regard as to how the meaning fits into their reading.
OBSERVE STUDY HABITS
Basing their survey on a detailed analysis of the study habits
of 196 sixth grade students In
Muskegon schools, Prof. "Woody and
Kuiper found only two other study
liabits, out of 6 5 observed, which
seemed to have any statistical
truth as indications of brightness
or dullness.
Bright pupils, they found, read
without being distracted t»y any
minor disturbances around them,
and also did not whisper the words
to themselves as they read.
"THE SUPERIOR STUDENT"
According to Prof. Woody, "the
superior student, in his reading
methods, whether for study or recreation, seems to have the faculty
of making fun out of work, ana
to a lesser degree, work out of
fun."

Jim Hardwick
Visits Campus
James Hardwick, better known
as "Jim", of the national association of the YMCA, was on the
Clemson campus for the pasu weekend.
He came here under the
auspices of the local YMiCA to conduct informal discucssions among
the students and to give talks to
various groups.
WAS GRID ACE
This is not Hardwick's first appearance on the Clemson campus.
He makes annual visits to this
school, and is well known and highly admired by those who know him.
During his college days at VPI he
took an active part in athletics.
He was a football star, captaining
the team his senior year.
His
knowledge of students through athletic activities has proved to he a
■valuable asset to him in his work.
THE DARTMOUTH PUAN

Ag Circles

"!

Christie Benet of Columbia, acting as
secretary of the life trustees of Clemson, recently announced the election of
Thomas B Young of Florence to the
position of life-tustee of the college.
Mr. Young was named to fill the vacancy caused by the death several years
ago of former Governor Rchard I.
Manning.
The body, consisting oi
seven members, is self-perpetuating.
Mr. Young, already a member of
the Clemson board of trustees, is the
first Tiger graduate to become a lifetrustee of the college. His place on the
elective board will be filled by the general assembly.
Mr. Young was for many years in
agricultural exension service under the
late Dr. W. W. Long, being, at his
resignation district agent in charge of
the Pee Dee area. He organized Carolina Co-operatives, Consolidated, Florence, as a selling agency and clearing
house for products of the various agricultural produce co-operatives and has
been sales manager for some years for
the South Carolina Peach Growers association and the South Carolina Sweet
Potato Growers' association.. He did
pioneer work in introducing South Carolina sweet potatoes into the Northern
markets and in educating producers to
grow and cure potatoes to meet United
States official standards.
With Mr. Young's slection the life
board is complete with Chairman Wannamaker, Paul Sanders, W. W. Bradley, Christie Benet, J. E. Sirrine, and
A. F. Lever.

UTOPIAN INSTITUTE IS
PLAN OF HAVERFORD IN
PROPOSED REGULATIONS

Dartmouth College's revolutionary suden council plan, which applies to all college dormitories and
NOW, MR. STEFFENS
will probably eventually cover fraternities, has been pronoupced satisfactory. T,he plan virtually hands
Sometimes it seems everybody
all disciplinary control of students has been thinking except the reto the students.
formers.—Lincoln Steffins.

M

There is just nothing whatever
Democracy is the form of govof which Russia is not desperately ernment which gives or tries to
short except acreage, large ideas, give the people the illusion that
courage and determination.
they are soverign.—Premier Mus—Clough
Williams
Ellis.
solini.
gram at the Vesper service Sunday
under the direction of E. L. Secrest, YMCA secretary at that institution.
The program consisted of a deCLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY
votional, short talks and special
selections of music.
HARDWICK SPEAKS
Those included in tne visting
group were E. L. Secrest, Laura
PHILADELPHIA
Rogers, Claude Green, Mary Lucy
Herndon, Jane Miller, Edward Sell
and Pete Highsmith.
At the conclusion of the Georgia
program, James Hardwick of the aBBBBBBHaaHBBBBHgBiagHHE^^
national YMCA made a short address.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, ING

COMPLIMENTS
Indicating that the radio may
never be the best medium of education, experiments on a large
number of subjects at the Harvard
psychological lab have shown that
difficult material is better understood and remembered when it Is
read than when it is heard.

OF

Clemson College Laundry
aBBEiEEiiaaiBiBBaiaaa^^

DUKE

UNIVERSITY

FOR MID-WINTER
DANCES-NEW ARRIVALS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.

"Carioca" Dress Ties, Wide Rich-Color Dance
Sashes, New Tuxedo Shirts, and Special Dance
Pumps.
Storrs-Schaefer Company to have a clothing representative at Hoke Sloan's January 28 and 29,
showing new patterns and new styles for spring.

Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three years) or
three terms may be taken each year
(graduation in four years). The entrance requirements are intelligence,
character and at least two years of
college work, including the subjects
specified for Grade A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and application forms may
be obtained from the Dean.

HOKE SLOAN
iHSKreaisaaaisiBn^^

c£W!f

Stymied by a Stupid ?

COLLEGE SHEET DRAWS UP
CODE OP FAIR PRACTICES
FOR THE UNDERGRADUATES
The Haverford News has drawn
up a Code of Fair Practices for
College Students.
The following
are some of the articles in the
code:
The term "College Student" as
used herein shall mean all those
enrolled as students in any college
or university.
There shall be no
discriminations made in favor of
those not on probation or those
regularly employed by the institution for athletic purposes.
No student shall be permitted to
work in excess of 40 hours per
week.
Under no circumstances shall a
student be required to spend more
than one hour per day in the library.
No student should flunk a course
if he has done the necessary work,
despite examination showings.
No "approximate" mark should
be given by professors who are too
lazy to mark papers.
The high scorers and captains of
major sport teams automatically
pass any course they may take.
All weekends shall be understood
to start Thursday noon and run
continuously until Tuesday noon.
All professors shall have their
clothes pressed and cleaned at least
once every semester.
All professors shall be required
to cut at least once every two
years.

SAYS MR. BENITO

. . . /tfAfaw Q/c/C/o/c/
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When he starts to read you the story of his life,"From
Bootblack to Butterfly," don't weep, don't scream.
Just relax with a sunny-smooth Old Gold. You'll find
its mild and mellow tobaccos as soothing as a lullaby.

AT TRYING

TIMES

TRY A SMOOTH OLD

GOLD
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Swails Leads Cagers To Victory Over Atlanta Five
BENGAL BASKETEERS CONQUER TECHNOLOGY
TEAM AS 3,300 WATCH LOCAL QUINT MARK
UP FIFTH STRAIGHT WIN OF COURT SEASON

Helped Tie Duke

FROSH ARE BETTER
Freshmen at Lehigh University
this year have a higher general intelligence that last year's class,
according
to
psychology
tests
TAKE EARLY LEAD
just completed by Prof. Adelbert
Ford, head of the department of
Clemson'e
powerful
basketball psychology.
team rang up its fifth straight win
Saturday night when Ga. Tech's
Yellowjacket five fell before a heavy barrage of basket shooting, 43
to 29, in the boxing-basketball
double header witnessed by approxFast foot-work and hard
imately 3,300 eager fans.
punches by Paul Lofton, left,
SWAILS STARS
and Jackie Williams, right, did
The contest was a fast one ail
much toward the 4-4 tie gainthe way through featured by 'Long'
Jonesmen And Blue Devils
ed
against Duke by Bob Jones'
Swails continued scoring, piling up
Split Exciting Series
leatherpushers
in the field21 points to take the nonors for
of Bouts
house Saturday night.
the victors. The rest of the team
Lofton, topping the scales at
displayed an excellent brand of
Eight scrappy bouia between the
159 declsioned Mann, victor of
pass work and continually fed the
the Golden Glove tourney m
oval under the basket to the tall Blue uevils o£ uuke and Tigers pi
Clemson
encted
in
a
4-4
tie
and
Charlotte last year, and Willpivot man.
brought to a close a full evening
iams, who fights in the banGLENN SCORES 0
tamweight class, put the skids
The visitors had a difficulty in of exciting entertainment for tiie
under Alterman.
getting started, and several times capacity crowd on hand in the
fieldhouse
Saturday
night.
during the first half failed to score
FAST MOVING BOUTS
because of weak passing. However,
Certain people in the world may
The three minute rounds were
when the Georgians got within
not have much money, but they
shooting distance in the second per- fast-moving periods, and in mosc have something better—they have
iod two points were almost a cer- cases the opponents were quite an inner light.—George Russell.
tainty. Glenn was high scorer for evenly matched. Probably the most
interesting card was that between <~M~M~:~:<M*N$M>:^^^
Tech with nine points.
Dawson and Kneipp of Duke, in
EARLY LEAD
Clemson established a comfor- which the Blue Devil pugilist won
table lead early in the fray ana a close decision in a speedy lightat the half the score was 19 to 11 weight scrap.
LOFTON WINS
for the Tigers. Tech came within
Lofton, Tiger middleweight, dea few points of tying the score hefore the local talent could get go- feated Mann who is the Golden
ing in the last half, but it wasn't Glove Champion in an even bout
long before the Davismen had the full of pep and fast action, and the
two heavies, Cat Henley (C) and
contest on the proverbial ice.
Granger (D) gave the fans nine
STATE TOMORROW
N. C. State's crack team will he minutes of whirlwind entertainhere tomorrow night to encounter ment with Henley emerging on the
long end of , the decision.
the Tiger quintet.
THE DECISIONS
The matches:
Bantamweight: Williams (C)—
decision from Alterman.
Featherweight: Lloyd (D)—technical KO over Altman (1st round).
Lightweight: Kneipp (D)—deGRADUATED IN '18
cision from Dawson
Welterweight: McCall (D)—deB. H. Stribling has accepted the cision from Griner.
position of associate professor of Middleweight: Matulewicz (D) —
vocational education and has enter- won by forfeit
ed upon his duties at Clemson. Mr.
Jr. Middleweight: Lofton (C)
Stribling was graduated from Clem—decision over Mann
son dn 1918; he has attended ClemLightheavy: Kissam (C)—decisson summer school, and has taken
ion over Schmidt.
graduate work at George Peabody
Heavyweight: Henley (C)—deCollege for Teachers. For the past
cision over Granger.
nine years Mr. Stribling has been
TACKLE BULLDOGS
superintendent of schools ana teachBob Jones' scrappers will meet
er of vocational agriculture at Antioch High School in Darilngton the University of Georgia boxing
team. Saturday night in the local
county.
ring.
EDITED THE CHRONICLE
Flagpole Pivoteer Drops
In 21 Points For
Clemson

LOCAL RINGMEN TIE
DUKE'PUGS'4 TO 4;
BIG CROWD PRESENT

CIGARETS COUNTERACT
COFFEE EFFECT AVER
CORNELLPBOFESSORS
If you find that smoking clgarets
makes your hands unsteady and
increases your pulse, drink a couple of cups of black coffee before
smoking.
This is the advice of Prof. A. L.
Winsor and E. I. Strongin of Cornell University, who have found by
experiment that cigaret smoke and
black coffee have opposite effects on
the human • body.
SHAKING HANDS
The found that inhaling the
smoke of one cigaret, while smoking it over a period of about ten
minutes, caused marked unsteadiness of the smoker's hands while
he was smoking and for about 45
minutes afterward.
It also sped his pulse by sometimes as much as 50 per cent.,
and caused the same amount or
increase in the rate of breathing,
showing a stimulating effect on the
heart.
With the coffee preceding the
cigaret his pulse rate dropped a
little, while there was an increase
of about 10 per cent in the rate of
breathing, showing that the coffee
offset to a large extent the effect of
the cigaret on the heart.

PROFESSORS ADVOCATE
NEATNESS, MANNERS IN
A STUDENT'S MAKE-UP
TEN REASONS WHY STUDENT
MAY BE UNPOPULAR LISTED
BY NORTHWESTERN FACULTY
The Crimson-White, weekly sheet
of the University of Alabama carries a list of habits, drawn up by
the faculty of Northwestern, which
are said to make students unpopular with the instructors.
1. Wearing an old high school
sweater, a soiled shirt, and no
necktie.
2. Entering an office with hat
on, sitting on the professor's desk
and lighting a cigarette.
3. Feeling that he is misunderstood and persecuted.
4. Finishing
an
examination
last, especially when the rest of the
class has finshed an hour before.
5. Monopolizing
a
conference
hour.
6. Insisting on trying new dance
steps on a crowded floor.
7. Excusing poor work because
of a party held the night before.
8. Wrestling and yelling on a
sidewalk.
9. Maintains that since he is
paying for the course he can work
or not as he pleases.
10. Boasts about the number of
books he has read.
(We'll never be accused of the
last one.)
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During Mr. Stribling's student
days at Clemson he was active in
college life and was editor-in-chief
of The Chronicle. He was president
of his literary society and president
of the agricultural society. He is a
member of the American Legion.
Mr. Stribling has taken an active
part in the life of his community
having been the director of the
Darlington County Fair Asosciatlon
and chairman of the local Red Cross
Committee.
He was secretary of
the Darlington county Teachers'
Association and holds membership
in the American Vocational Association, the South Carolina Education
Association, and the National Association.

DUKE CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
OF TEN YEARS; BEGAN WITH
MEAGER 40 MILLION DOLLARS
Last month Duke University became ten years of age. Its official
birthday is December 29, because
on that day in the year 19 24 the
trustees of Trinity College accepted
Mr. Duke's provisions and changed
the name of the college to Duke
University—(for a meager sum of
:orty million).
NOT ALWAYS, ROXY
Traditions are the best guides we
have in what not to do.
—S. L. Rothafel
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Under new management; Chick Boggs is
now in charge and the
usual high class work
will be maintained
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Basketeers, Boxers
Offer Program

CAGERS TRIUMPH
The fifth out-of-state hardwood
quintet met its Waterloo last Saturday night when Joe Davis' cagesters took an easy victory from
Atlanta's pride, the School of Technology.
Tech had a good team,
but with a human skyscraper underneath the Tiger basket it was a
hard job for the 'Gawja' lads to
keep up with Clemson's tallies.
Little Dillard was all over the
court as usual and usually up m
the air; sometimes it seems as if
Bill is catapulted by a machine,
the way he out jumps many a startled opponent. The other boys were
right there with the goods and tne
passing and floor work was excellent.
In Pennington ClemsoD
has a forward who really knows
how to handle the leather.
EVERYBODY HAPPY
The cadets were well pleased with the looks of both the
basketeers and boxers on exhibition for the first time at
home. The pngs did well to
tie Duke's highly touted squad
of leather slingers, considering the fact that it was the
first bout for the Tigers. Several of the men look plenty
good at present and with a little more experience and training others should turn out in
good shape.
SAFETY FIRST
We see by the papers that "Safety First" was the theme of the
National Federation of High School
Athletic associations which held a
meeting in the Windy City of Chicago last weekend.
Rules were
made with the idea of cutting down
on the number of fatalities among
the nation's high school footballers.
Some of these rules had to do with
the compulsory wearing of headgear, greater safety for the forward passer after having heaved
the pigskin, liability of both teams
for penalty because of foul on
fourth down, and several others.
Tt might not be such a bad idea
for the college conferences to adopt
some of the safety rule* and try
to cut down on some of the unnecessary iniuries.
BENGAL SOCCERITES
An interesting match was
played between the local soccer team and Furman's hooters on Riggs field last Saturday afternoon with the Clemson squad eking out a close
victory.
This game, many
years old, has gained much
favor on the Clemson campus
lately as well as in other colleges in this section; the scheduled matches should prove
the strength of this sport.
SPRING PRACTICE
Coach Neely will limber up his
championship squad on the Monday after exams and this spring
work out period will continue for
about six weeks. After their short
winter hibernation for studies and
exams, the gridsters should be
ready to feel the turf of Riggs field
under their feet once again.
HITS BLUE EAGLE
Speaking before the American
Association of Law School, Prof.
James A. McLaughlin of Harvard
desribed the NRA as one of the
""hollowest frauds ever perpetrated."

Local sports fans have a gala
weekend ahead, despite first semester examinations which are
scheduled to begin within a day
or so.
Joe Davis' undefeated bastketball team, having defeated
Vanderbilt, Tennessee, Sewanee,
Tennessee Poly, Georgia Tech,
and Wofford, prays host to a
powerful North Carolina State
aggregation in the fieldhouse
tomorrow night. The Wplfpack
is captained by 210 pound Ray
Rex, of football fame.
Last
year the Bengals lost to State
in Raleigh.
Saturday night the local pugulistic gentlemen enter the ring
with the Georgia Bulldogs offering the opposition. Against a
strong Duke group of Ieatherslingers the Jonesmen gained a
4-4 tie last weekend, and show
promise of becoming a winning
outfit.

BENGAL BASKETEERS
LICK WOFFORD QUINT
Davismen Begin Conquest
For State and Conference

Titles
iContinued from page one)
son led 21 to 18, but the Terriers
uncorked a comeback that soon
nad the scoreboard reading in favor
of the Spartanburg quintet, and
things lan closely until the Bengaleers sprinted to the lead and
regained it.
SWAILS SHINES AGAIN
A. C. Swails, Tiger pivot, sank
7 field goals and 6 free tosses to
chalk up 20 points and high scoring honors. Dynamic Bill Dillard,
fast stepping Six Mile atom, tossed
in 13 points for second place. Anderson and Norrell were outstanding for Wofford, racking up 12 and
11 counters, respectively.
In a prelim Joe Sherman's freshman five vanquished the Wofford
frosh, 31 to 15.

DE PAUL PROF FINOS
FALSEHOODS HAVE NO
REGARD_AS_TO SEXES
Masculine Lying Ability Matures at High School Age

GIRLS LEARN SOONER

COMPLETING MURAL
Men, women and children of
2 500 B. Co busy with primitive
occupations in an ancient forest,
are taking on life today in the
Mural Studios of Brown University,
where Prof. Willl S. Taylor, chairman of the department of art, is
completing his large mural painting, "The Neolithic Age."
Most people try everything when
they are young except moderation.
—B. D. Montague,

NORTH CAROLINA STATE
TACKLES TIGERS FRIDAY

COLLEGE PREXY URGES
GRADUATES TO BECOME
CHAMPIONSjOR LABOR

ATHLETIC NOTICE
Any freshmen or sophomores
desiring to try out for managerial posts on the football
team are requested to meet in
the training room under the
Textile Building on the afternoon of January 28th.

Educated Man Needed as Laborer Instead of Manager
cation very valuable," says Moley.
Says Thomas
IS "CO-OP" SCHOOL
A number of the students at
Fenn College, a co-operative insti'LABOR NEEDS BRAINS"
tution in which the students work
College students who are faced at regular jobs for a stipulated
with the important problem of find- period and then study for an equal
ing places for themselves after length of time, are members of
graduation are urged by President trade unions.
Asked if his suggestion was in
C. V. Thomas of Fenn College,
Cleveland, Ohio, to consider devot- any way aimed at eliminating cering their lives to the organized tain practices from the labor movement, Thomas said: "Of course,
labor movement.
The suggestion is based on the that might enter into it."
"NEED COOPERATION"
theory, Dr. Thomas says, that too
"What is needed most, however,"
many college graduates go Into
the managerial end of industry, he said, " is a greater degree of
that labor needs men with college cooperation between labor and the
We strive
training who have a knowledge of managers of industry.
the economic and sociological prin- to give to our students a grounding
ciples that underlie the labor move- in economics, sociology and politiment.
cal science in the light of present"WOULD HELP LABOR"
day problems. There is no doubt
Speaking as an educator, Thomas that men of intelligence and keensays
that
college-trained
labor ness of insight are needed in the
leaders would be beneficial to la- ranks of labor."
COURSES GIVEN
bor and industry.
In a separate
In giving assuranee that labor is
intervew, Dan Moley, president of
the Cleveland Federation of Labor, looking for trained leaders, Moley
says labor will welcome the college pointed out that for some years the
Cleveland
Federation
has
held
man.
"All parts of industry must have classes intended to fit unionists to
trained leadership," says the col- take places as leaders.
These
classes include courses In public
lege president,
"Without a doubt labor would speaking, economics and general
find the man with a college edu- labor problems.
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Who are the biggest liars—boye
or girls?
Dr. Byrne J. Horton, professor
of education at De Paul University says it depends on the age.
He has made a study of the
truthfulness of 5,000 school students, ranging from pupils In the
third grade of grammar school to
the senior year at college.
Boys, he says, start out by being ♦♦♦
more truthful than girls.
In the
elementary school the girls are
more given to telling lies tnan
boys.
Bui, oefore long the boys
■catch up and sail ahead of the
girls.
The boys reach their full falsehood telling power at high school
age. Then, when they get to college they seem to have more regard for the truth.
SAYS NOT SINISTER
Dr. Horton does not see this
desire to evade the truth as growing from any sinister motive.
Three things dominate the desire to deceive, he said. The fir3t
seems to bs the altruistic motive—
a regard for the other person and
a desire not to hurt his feelings.
The second seems to be the reaction to the prevalent code of
manners. Members do not permit
one to be too outspoken.
The
third is the egotistic motive—the
desire to keep ones self in the best | ^
light.
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ADVOCATES TRUTHFULNESS
The implications of his study,
the professor said, deserve the atX
tention of educators.
"Since here is a modification or i A
a softening of the truth in the
development of tact," he said.

J

X. Q. QjIZazlin
2> tug, <zompanu; cmc.
P. S. McCOLLOM, Owner

The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

GLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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PERRITT PLEDGED TO
WRITING
FRATERNITY
luuuuuueu iium i»asti uuej
EDITED TIUK TAPS
While at Clemson Perritt majored in Agricultural Education ana
took a great deal ot interest in
extra-curricular work. He was editor of Taps, a member o£ the Tiger
staff, contributed to tue Chronicle
magazine, entered the estate oratorical contest in 19zl, and was
on the baseball squad.
He also
was captain of E Company ana
president of the Palmetto Literary
Society.
TOOK GRADUATE "WORK
After graduation Perritt taught
Jn various schools and took graauate work at Virginia, Columbia
University, and North Carolina.
Unitil recently he was instructor and assistant professor of economics and history at Georgia Tech.
During his stay at the Atlanta
school he completed work for an
M.A. in economics and did more
graduate work in history.
NOW IN FLORENCE
At present this new member of
Gamma Alpha Mu is employed Dy
the government, with headquarters
in Florence.
The admittance of Perritt into
the new writing fraternity brings
the membership to seven.

WABASH STUDENT IS
HELD KIDNAP VICTIM
More than a little excitement was
felt on the campus of Wa'oasii College last week when Allen C. Bamberger, a student in the college,
turned up in Chicago to report to
police that he had been kidnaped
from the campus and held captive
three days by two men with whom
he had accepted a ride.
FORCED TO WRITE
His abductors forced him to
write letters demanding money
from his father, a Chicago *awyer,
the student said, but finally released him after he had convinced
them his father was not a man of
wealth.
The Corps of Cadets extends
deepest sympathy to Cadet J.
N. King of Williamston in the
recent death of his father.
The Corps of Cadets extends
deepest sympathy to Mrs. J. D.
Harcombe of the campus in
the recent death of her two
sisters.

Jit ffizmxttinm
In the recent unfortunate
death of Cadet Samuel Thos.
>Iosley, of Savannah, the
Corps is possessed of a feeling of personal bereavement
and deep sorrow.
A junior in the School of
General Science until the
vicious onslaught of pernicious anemia necessitated
his leaving school last fall,
Mosely made light of his
own troubles and spent much
of his time bringing happiness into the lives of his
fellows.
The news of his passing
in cause for much sadness
among the host of students
who knew and loved him as
"Yo-Yo".

GRECIAN SHORTHAND
One of the most important discoveries relating to the ancients
since the finding of the Rosetta
Stone in 1799 is a key to the shorthand of ancient Greece brought to
WORK WITH FOSSILS
light by H. J. M. Milne, assistant
Smith College students who went keeper of the Department of Manwith Prof. Howard A. Mayerhoit uscripts of the British Museum.
on the geology field trip to South
Dakota last summer, are now "busy
A sluggish soul needs stimulaclassifying • fossils
which
they tion just as much as the stock
brought back with them.
market.—Otto H. Kahn.

S. C. SOCIETY ELECTS
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A Tenderloin Steak Sandwich
at SCOTTY'S 15c

SCOTTY'S MESSERY

Mr. Morris is the father of EC
.vi orris who was cadet colonel here
two years ago.
Have
Ben P. Fishburne was named
treasurer, and Whitney Tharin, o£
the farm administration press section, secretary.

Your Next

Shoe Work-

Done at

DILLARD'S SHOE SHOP

COLLEGE FOLK FETED
BY WHITE HOUSE FOR
DINNER-DANCE PARTY
College men and women all but
took over the White House on Dec.
29.
The president and his wife had
as. house guests ten co-eds and put
up ten college men in a nearuy
hotel. Fifty more young men and
women were guests at dinner, and
the number was increased to 250
for a dance.
It was all in honor of Miss Barbara Cushing of New Haven, sister-in-law of the president's oldest
son, James, and Miss Jean Martineau, daughter of Mrs. Cyril M'artlneau of London, who was a bridesmaid at the wedding of her cousin,
Frankln D. Rosevelt, to Anna Eleanor Roosevelt in 1905.
A good many of the college men
present were Harvard friends of
the president's youngest sons.

TIGER SERVICE STATION:
TEXACO PRODUCTS
More Miles

at Less Cost

We Appreciate Your
■ Business

PIKE & PATTERSON
Shops in Barracks No. 1 and in
Sloan's Arcade

Beecause of exams and their attendant worries, I deem it best not to do
any more picture work until further notice, which you will see in THE TIGER.
H. B. JONES, JR.

V

Did you ever notice.. in a roomful of people.. the
difference between one cigarette and another..and
wonder why Chesterfields have such a pleasing aroma
Many things have to do with the aroma
of a cigarette . . . the kind of tobaccos
they are made of. . . the way the tobaccos are blended. . . the quality of
the cigarette paper.
IT takes good things to
make good things.
Someone said that to get
the right aroma in a cigarette,
you must have the right
quantity of Turkish tobacco
—and that's right.
But it is also true that you
get a pleasing aroma from the
home-grown tobaccos . . .
tobaccos filled with Southern
Sunshine, sweet and ripe.
When these tobaccos are
all ble?ided and cross-blended
the Chesterfieldway, balanced
one against the other, you get
aflavor and fragrance that's
different from other cigarettes.
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